To make objects, to write, and to work with typography are coexisting activities to me that interact with
each other.There are no habits for how to start or what
comes first but usually all finds into one artwork. The
writings related to the works are available on the blog:
constanzeschweiger.blogspot.com
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5
1 ‹Untitled (Now Is I Know)›
A series of sculptures that hold plant dyes developed during the previous year in connection with the
time I spent outdoors. By folding plant dyed linen into
fluid gypsum, I let the two materials consolidate into
compositions. The gypsum was tinted with earth pigments from faraway places which match the colors of

Related Writing

Exhibitions

‹On «Now Is» and «I Know» ›, 2021 Constanze Schweiger: ‹Now
Is I Know,› Wonnerth Dejaco,
‹Explaining «Now Is I Know» to
Vienna 2021
Ariane Müller›, 2021
‹Now Is I Know,› interview for
Trebuchet, 2021

the dyes. While mineral pigments are permanent, the
organic plant colorants will react to their surroundings and change over time, comparable to our skin.
The title of the exhibition "Now Is I Know" is composed of fragments taken from texts by Walt Whitman
and Gertrude Stein. Literature, also reflected in my
own writing, is often an important starting and connecting point for my artistic work. In the case of Whitman and Stein, it is an understanding of the human
subject as part of a dynamic web of relationships with
the natural and social environment, in space and time,
that provides a strong point of reference for my work.

‹Untitled (Now Is I Know)›, 2020/1, plant dyes, linen, earth pigments,
synthese gypsum, 42 × 28 × 1.5 cm

Photo: Peter Mochi

6

7

On ‹Now Is› and ‹I Know›
In „Composition as Explanation“ Gertrude Stein talks about
the methods she applies to writing: continuous present, beginning again and again, using everything, everything being alike
and naturally different at the same time. Stein also talks about
time after the war, that peace will make time take new forms.
She talks about the relationship between time and composition,
especially the relationship between time, composition, and
perspective. Stein‘s two concluding sentences „And afterwards.
Now that is all.“ could read, „I have spoken, here I finish my
lecture,“ like a rhetorical formula at the end of a story or, if you
know the lecture, „The only certainty is the present, a continuous now.“
In Leaves of Grass Walt Whitman describes himself as the
poet of the body and the soul. He celebrates sensuality and the
joy of immediate physical life. Part of Whitman‘s inclusiveness
of vision is that the entire body is crucial and that we are the
same in death. „For every atom belonging to me as good belongs
to you.“ We arise from nature, and to nature, the grass, we return. By affirming ourselves as leaves of grass, we become more
than individual leaves. We become part of the unity that is the
field of green blades in the sun.

Exhibition views of ‹Now Is I Know›, Wonnerth Dejaco, Vienna 2021

Photos: Peter Mochi
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‹I Like (for Per Albin Hansson Settlement›
2

In 2019 Constanze Schweiger dyed 13 pieces of
cotton muslin with leaves, twigs, flowers, bark, and
berries she had picked during summer in the area of
the Per Albin Hansson Settlement. In the exhibition "I
Like / Ich mag" Schweiger placed those textiles in City
Light showcases along Bergtaidingweg, a way running

Related Writing

Exhibitions

‹Ich mag / I Like›, 2019

Constanze Schweiger with Justine
Kurland, Michael Part and Roland
Rauschmeier: ‹Per Albin 4: Ich
mag / I Like›, KÖR project for
Per-Albin-Hansson-Siedlung,
Vienna 2019

through this public housing settlement in the tenth
district of Vienna.
‹The plants included nettle tips, birch leaves, oak bark
or elderberries, which produced mixed colors such as
golden green yellow or pink gray. The dyes resulted in
monochromes, which record the manual act of dyeing.
Mounted like billboards in showcases, the textiles
develop an art object like status in the context of the
exhibition. At the same time, the colors of the works
relate to their surroundings and in this way also to the
viewer. They cross the registers of applied and visual
arts, of non-art and art, of shared personal entanglement and participation in art via aesthetic expressions
of «I like».›

Ilse Lafer, 2019

‹I Like (for Per Albin Hansson Settlement) 5›, 2019, cotton muslin
dyed with birch leaves and iron

‹I Like (for Per Albin Hansson Settlement) 13›, 2019, cotton muslin
dyed with elder berries and copper

‹I Like (for Per Albin Hansson Settlement) 12›, 2019, cotton muslin
dyed with backthorn bark, ca. 200 × 140 cm

Photo: Peter Mochi, 2019
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‹Turmeric (for 1137 S. Cochran Ave.)›
2

is a 3 x 12 meter big cotton muslin dyed with turmeric in the bathtub of one of Rudolph Schindler's Mackey
Apartments on South Cochran Avenue, Los Angeles.
The cloth was installed for hang drying at the Gallery
of MAK Center for Art and Architecture.

Related Writing

Exhibitions

‹Continuous Composition›, 2019

Constanze Schweiger with 69:
‹Continuous Composition›,
MAK Center for Art and
Architecture, Garage Top Gallery,
Los Angeles 2019

‹After Composition as
Explanation›, 2013

‹Continuous Composition Series›
3

is a series of test swatches which have been dyed
with turmeric or indigo during the preparation of the
exhibition. Always two swatches in contrasting colors
were arranged in a repetitive fashion and cast in plaster in order to assemble a continuous composition.
‹Color Swatch (Turmeric, May/June 2019)›

4

A sample of the dyed fabric was framed behind UV
filtering Plexiglass. Through filtering sun light on a
sample of the exhibited muslin fabric next to its installation, one could observe the change of the tumeric
color in relation to the swatch framed on the wall.

‹Untitled (Continuous Composition) 1–4›, 2019, turmeric, citric acid,
indigo, cotton muslin, plaster, each 28 × 42 × 1.5 cm

Front: ‹Letter Pillows› by 69, 2019, denim, polyester filling, nylon
Back: ‹Turmeric (for 1137 S. Cochran Ave.)›, 2019, turmeric, citric
acid, cotton muslin, steel, 155 × 1100 cm

View from Mackey Apartments into the gallery

12

13

Continuous Composition 2019
Once, before there was a gallery on top of the garages at
Schindler’s Mackey Apartments, there had been only a rooftop
lined with gravel. Unofficially, someone had assembled a washing line on there which was temporarily used by the coming and
going residents at the apartments. For some years, the different
people would repeatedly and interchangeably hang dry their
sheets and clothing.
Borrowing from Gertrude Stein’s 1926 lecture Composition as
Explanation, Constanze Schweiger remembers this act as making
‹a natural composition in the world as it has been.› For Continuous Composition Schweiger dyes a 39 × 9 feet (12 × 3 m) roll of
cotton muslin with turmeric powder at the Mackey Apartments
to hang for drying on a steel wire spanned across the length of
the Garage Top Gallery. The dyed material will remain installed
at the gallery for the duration of the exhibition, where it will be
exposed to sunlight. Day by day, the sun will cause the infused
dyestuff to change color from bright yellows to pale beiges.
Aside from being a spice for cooking, turmeric is one of the
earliest dye plants along with madder and indigo. Dyeing with
turmeric has since become outmoded while indigo is still common today in the mass production of denim, at least in its synthetic form.
Schweiger has invited the Los Angeles fashion house 69 to
collaborate for this iteration, where they will extend their ongoing use of denim with a large-scale installation involving letter-shaped pillows forming the sentence ‹Everything is contemporary.› Further exploring this experiment in impermanence, 69
has created the entire alphabet in the same material for visitors
to arrange as they wish.
In Portraits and Repetition, another lecture from 1935, Gertrude Stein states, ‹each time there was a difference just a difference enough so that it could go on and be a present something.›
Stein was inspired by film where no two pictures repeat exactly
the same, in turn combining in the memory to create one object
persisting through time.

Photos: Esteban Schimpf, 2019

‹Untitled (Continuous Composition) 3›, 2019, turmeric, citric acid,
indigo, cotton muslin, plaster, each 28 × 42 × 1.5 cm

Exhibition view of ‹Continuous Composition›, MAK Center for Art
and Architecture, Garage Top Gallery, Los Angeles 2019
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‹Turmeric (for Jägerstraße 56)›
5

is a 3 meters wide and 15 meters long cotton panel
which was treated with turmeric and citric acid.Turmeric makes a vivid color, due to the exposure to sun light

‹Our limbs leave invisible pollen
on the pages›, 2017

Constanze Schweiger: ‹Kurkuma,
convey. Our limbs leave invisible
pollen on the pages›, Kunstverein
New Jörg, Vienna 2017

‹1966 Alison Knowles›, 2017

to be followed over the runtime of an exhibition. The

‹1984 Friederike Mayröcker›,
2017

and convey Regular Italic)›.
‹Turmeric Edition›
is made of textile samples treated with turmeric and
citric acid. Each textile is placed between two sheets

7

Exhibitions

it changes and bleaches out rapidly. This process was
work was installed next to ‹Writing in convey Regular

6

Related Writing

‹1935 Gertrude Stein›, 2016
‹1964 Yoko Ono›, 2016
‹2014 Tavi Gevinson›, 2016

of UV-filtering glass, fixed with an archival lacquer.

‹2015 Hannah Black›, 2016

‹Writing in convey Regular and convey Regular Italic›

‹Untitled (convey Regular, convey
Regular Italic)›, 2016

are ten meters of heavy cotton satin fabric with six
texts printed on: all writings are made from reflections
on reading materials by Alison Knowles, Gertrude
Stein, Friederike Mayröcker, Yoko Ono, Tavi Gevinson,
and Hannah Black. Each of these authors had repeatedly discussed the processes of reading, writing, and
publishing within their writing practices. The title of
the work derives from the two applied typefaces: convey Regular and convey Regular Italic which were designed 2008 by Gabriele Lenz.
‹Constanze Schweiger: Alison Knowles, Gertrude
Stein, Friedericke Mayröcker,Yoko Ono,Tavi Gevinson,
Hannah Black, convey Regular, convey Regular Italic›

8

An artist book, which presents the text and design
used in ‹Writing in convey Regular and convey Regular
Italic›.

‹Turmeric (for Jägerstraße 56)›, 2017, turmeric and citric acid on
cotton (plain weave), 300 × 1500 cm

Exhibition view of ‹Kurkuma, convey. Our limbs leave invisible pollen
on the pages›, Kunstverein New Jörg, Vienna 2017
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Our limbs leave invisible pollen on the pages 2017
‹The night «The Book of Bean» opened in New York was the
night of the blackout. Remember? It happened two hours before
things were going to begin.› recalls Alison Knowles in an interview with George Quasha. One night in July 1977, in the middle
of a bitter heat wave, when the city was facing a severe financial
crisis, electric power failed all over New York City. Looting, vandalism and arson were rampantly taking place until late in the
following day. The whole city was in a state of dissolution and
pervasion. On the evening of that dark night, Allison Knowles
released one of her book sculptures; a book in the size of a very
small house, with ultralarge moveable pages. You could walk
around the sculpture, step or leave through its pages, and spend
some time in the different spaces created between the pages.
The impulse to make ‹Untitled (convey Regular, convey Regular Italic)› came last year in March from Gabriele Lenz who has
designed the typeface convey. In order to have material to print
with her typeface on 10 meters of sateen, I produced text made of
observations and ideas on reading materials by Alison Knowles,
Gertrude Stein, Friederike Mayröcker, Yoko Ono, Tavi Gevinson, Hannah Black, in which the writers discuss the processes of
reading, writing and publishing. In the meantime the design for
the sculpture is ready for production. Another type but equally
long panel of cotton cloth was dyed with turmeric and hanged
up to dry in the exhibition space. Until the end of the show, by
exposure to sunlight the dyed cloth will change its color. When
the text is printed on fabric and the work is delivered to the
exhibition space, it will be installed next to this other fabric dyed
with turmeric. After the show ‹Untitled (convey Regular, convey
Regular Italic)› will be cut up into pieces in order to produce
objects that can be used differently, as for example tote bags into
which you can put anything such as books you want to carry
with you.
Since March 2016 many things have happened and clearly
some things feel different. Here around me and out in the world
critical changes are taking place which are not completed yet
and which are affecting me continuously. During reading for
this exhibition text, I come across a sentence from a version of
the interview with Alison Knowles and George Quasha which is
missing in the copy I hold. In this sentence Quasha means that
we would leave marks with our bodies, „invisible pollen on the
pages“ for those who come after.

Detail of ‹Turmeric (for Jägerstraße 56)›, 2017

‹Turmeric Edition›, 2017, turmeric and citric acid on cotton, Zapon
laquer, museum glass, 18,6 × 28 cm

Detail of ‹Writing in convey Regular and convey Regular Italic)›, 2017,
digital print on cotton (satin weave), 150 × 1000 cm

‹Alison Knowles, Gertrude Stein, Friedericke Mayröcker, Yoko Ono,
Tavi Gevinson, Hannah Black, convey Regular, convey Regular Italic›,
2017, artist book, 18,6 × 28 cm

Exhibition view of ‹Kurkuma, convey. Our limbs leave invisible pollen
on the pages›, Kunstverein New Jörg, Vienna 2017
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‹Grace Has Success›
9

An artist's text, which tells the story of Michael
Part‘s work ‹Untitled (Batik Sox)›. It served me for a set
of text-based artworks as well as for a series of ongo-

Exhibitions

‹Nach «Anmut hat Gelingen»›,
2017

Michael Part, Constanze
Schweiger: ‹Nach «Anmut hat
Gelingen»›, kunstraum langenlois
p.p., 2017

ing collaborations with Michael Part. In 2015 I trans-

‹Grace Has Success›, 2015

ferred ‹Grace Has Success› to a text-image, a detail of

‹Anmut hat Gelingen›, 2012

the batik sox placed inside the typography of the text.
‹Batik Sox (for Michael)›
10

Related Writing

In the exhibition ‹Scrollwork› (on page 28), next to
other objects related to my writings, I showed Michael
Part's work ‹Batik Sox (for Constanze)›. In return Part
asked me to produce ‹Batik Sox (for Michael)› which he
framed, just like the first pair of batik sox described
in ‹Grace Has Success›. On this occasion, we experimented with sodium dithionite on cotton fabrics and
produced a set of large sized test strips.

Michael Part: ‹Mercuri et al.›, 21er
Haus, Vienna 2015
Michael Part, Constanze
Schweiger, Astrid Wagner: ‹Neo
Avalon›, Mauve, Vienna 2015
Michael Part, Constanze
Schweiger: ‹Grace Has Success›,
One Work Gallery, Vienna 2015
Michael Part, Artie Vierkant:
‹Para/Fotografie›, Westfälischer
Kunstverein, Münster 2015

‹After «Grace Has Success» Series›
11

Later we cast these test strips in plaster. After the
plaster had dried, we removed the textiles from the
mould, some of the fibers remained in the plaster retracing the patterns of the textiles.
‹After «Grace Has Success» Vessels›

12

We transferred the textiles from the casts into long
vessels by cutting each one into four segments and
filled them with plaster.

Michael Part and Constanze Schweiger: ‹Untitled (Vessel) III/2›, 2017,
sodium dithionite, cotton, plaster, each ca. 35 × 8 × 6 cm

‹Grace Has Success› invitation card for Michael Part, Artie Vierkant,
‹Para/Fotografie›, 2015, Westfälischer Kunstverein, 14,8 × 21 cm
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Anmut hat Gelingen 2012
Am Weg zum selbst hergestellten Entwickler, beim Hantieren mit Abzügen, steigt der Künstler in seine Badewanne. Die
Zigarette hat er am Beckenrand abgelegt, das Unterhemd gerät
ihm aus der Hose, es spritzt. Sie notiert: ‹So kommt das Weiche
und formt das Feste.› An den Füssen trägt er einfarbig, glatt gestrickte Baumwollstrümpfe. Am nächsten Morgen ist alles wieder trocken, aber die Socken sind übermütig mit Flecken bedeckt.
Auf Dunkelgrau mischen sich lavendelblaue Marmorierungen
und Tupfen. Er bemerkt: ‹Natriumdithionit in wässriger Lösung
bringt eine textilbleichende Wirkung hervor, die gesprenkelte
Markierungen verursacht.› Die Störungen in der Form von
Maserungen, Schlieren und Klecksen ergeben ein Zierrat, das
nicht durch Zugabe sondern Wegnahme verursacht wurde. Die
moderne Socke entzieht sich dem Ornamentiertwerden und die
Spuren auf ihr repräsentieren die Geschichte einer Arbeit, die zu
der Tageszeit entsteht, in der es draußen dunkel ist und andere
Menschen schlafen. Verwertetes Material und Zeit, die Kapitalien eines Arbeiters, sind nicht verschwendet, die Gestaltung
ist dem Zufall überlassen und dabei findet ein Ornament seinen Zusammenhang mit den Menschen und der Weltordnung.
Dem Publikum gefällt das. Trotzdem nehmen wenige die Idee
das Werk zu tragen an. Also steigt das Feste empor und formt das
Weiche, die Batiksocken werden gerahmt.
Grace Has Success 2015
Halfway to the self-made developer – while handling the
prints – the artist steps into his bathtub. A cigarette is placed
on the rim of the tub, the undershirt slips out of his trousers,
something splashes. She notes, ‹so that's how the soft comes and
forms the hard.› He wears plain-colored cotton socks. In the
morning all things are dry again but the socks are cheerfully
covered with blotches. Lavender blue mottles and spots mingle
on dark-grey. He states, ‹Sodium dithionite diluted in water induces a textile bleaching effect that causes dappled markings.›
Disorganizations in the shapes of grains, smears and blobs make
an adornment that is not caused by addition but by subtraction.
The modern sock eludes from ornamentation. Here graceful
traces represent a story accompanying the artist’s practice which
takes place during the time of day when it is dark outside and
others sleep. Exploited material and time – the resources of the
worker – are not wasted. The composition is entirely left to
chance. Thus an ornament finds its connection with man and
world order. The audience is excited by the artist’s achievement.
They can not accept the request that the piece should be worn.
Therefore, the hard rises and forms the soft – the batik sox are
getting framed.
Translated by Nicholas Hoffman

In colaboration with Michael Part: ‹Batik Sox (for Michael)›, 2015,
sodium dithionite and cotton in aluminum frame, 100 × 66 × 6 cm.
Photo: Stefan Lux

Michael Part: ‹Batik Sox (for Constanze)›, 2012, sodium dithionite
and cotton, 32 × 9 cm
On view at Constanze Schweiger, ‹Scrollwork›, 21er-Raum, 2012–2013
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Exhibition view of Michael Part and Constanze Schweiger: ‹Nach
«Anmut hat Gelingen»›, kunstraum langenlois p.p., 2017
Photos: Peter Mochi
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Michael Part and Constanze Schweiger: ‹Untitled (After «Grace Has
Success» V)›, 2017, sodium dithionite, cotton, plaster, 84 × 56 × 3 cm

Michael Part and Constanze Schweiger: ‹Untitled (After «Grace Has
Success» I)›, 2017, sodium dithionite, cotton, plaster, 84 × 56 × 3 cm
Detail of ‹Untitled (After «Grace Has Success» II)›, 2017, sodium
dithionite, cotton, plaster, 84 × 56 × 3 cm
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‹After Design Office›
13

In an article for Life Magazine in 1980 Kim Gordon
writes on one of her early Design Office interventions:
The re-editing of an artist couple’s apartment on

Related Writing

Exhibitions

‹Halbes Wiener Kastenfenster›,
2016

‹Material Traces›, curated by
Felicitas Thun-Hohenstein,
Charim Galerie, Vienna 2017

Spring Street, New York. Gordon’s writing prompted

‹1980 Design Office›, 2015

the guidelines for a series of site-specific installations

‹Honeymoon Habit› by Kim
Gordon, 1980

for which I repeated some of the methods described by
Gordon in her text. Certain architectural elements of

Constanze Schweiger, Anne
Speier: ‹Honeymoon Habit›,
Pinacoteca, Vienna 2015

two different exhibition spaces were painted, the extent of their transformation was adapted accordingly
to each context.
‹After Design Office Edition›
14

consists of a printed portfolio, photo copies of the
Gordon's text, and a color swatch of the copper spraypaint used for the intervention ‹After Design Office›.

‹After Design Office (for Große Neugasse 44)›, 2015, spray paint on
wood, gouache on glass, 190 × 102 × 74 cm

Exhibition view of ‹Honeymoon Habit›, Pinacoteca, Vienna 2015
Photo: Thomas Ries
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Halbes Wiener Kastenfenster 2016
Ein Vorhang ist eine relativ große vertikale Fläche im Verhältnis zum Raum, in dem er auftaucht und zu den Personen,
die sich im Raum aufhalten. Üblicherweise ist er größer als die
Öffnung in der Wand, also größer als der Ausschnitt vom Dahinter, vor dem der Vorhang auf- und zugezogen wird. Dabei
hängt er, fällt er von oben nach unten in Falten, rechtwinklig
zur Architektur, die den Raum herstellt. Direkt von vorne trifft
Licht auf ihn, vergleichbar wie auf ein gemaltes Bild. Es dringt
durch sein Material hindurch auf die hintere Seite und macht
ein Bild, dass man sich in dem Moment, in dem man vor dem
Vorhang steht, vorstellen kann. Gerafft, gebunden, geformt und
fallend verändert der Vorhang den Lichteinfall von draußen in
den Raum und dadurch die Stimmungen und Beziehungen
zwischen den Elementen innerhalb und zu sich selbst. Das und
die Tatsache, dass sich auch der Vorhang mit der Zeit, zusammen mit den anderen Elementen im Raum, kontinuierlich
verändert, bringt seine natürlichen Eigenschaften ins Spiel und
lässt so einen Abstand zur Beschreibung entstehen, zur eigenen
Handschrift und zu den Versuchen Ausdruck zu vermeiden.
Half a Viennese Double Window 2017
A curtain is a relatively large vertical surface in relation to the
room in which it is hanging and to the persons inside. Usually it
is larger than the opening of the wall, larger than the cutout of
what is behind, of what is to be covered and unveiled by the curtain. In doing so, it dangles, it drops top down, perpendicular
to the architecture which builds the room. Light illuminates the
curtain as if it was a painting. It seeps right through the material
to the other side behind it; one might conceive that image on its
reverse side while standing in front of the curtain. Folded, tied,
shaped, and falling, the curtain has an effect on the sunlight
entering the room, and in this regard it changes the moods and
relationships between the elements within. This and the fact that
a curtain, like every element of a room, changes continuously with time, brings its natural qualities into play and creates
distance to its description, to the process of writing, to one's
personal style, and to the experiments of avoiding expression.

‹After Design Office (for Dorotheergasse 12)›, 2017
Spray paint on glass, four parts, each 104 × 62 cm

‹After Design Office Edition›, 2015, artist edition, digital print on
paper, xerox copy, spraypaint, 14,8 × 21 cm closed, 8 pages
Exhibition view of ‹Material Traces›, Galerie Charim, Vienna 2017
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‹Vow Series›
15

After a detailed survey of Robert Rauschenberg’s
wall piece ‹Vow› (1976), I mimicked his work with a series of custom made garments. For the sides facing inward I used refined and classic apparel fabrics and for
the reverse sides functional untreated fabrics usually
used as canvases in painting or in stage design. Each
garment was installed on the wall and complemented
with a piece of bamboo.

Related Writing

Exhibitions

‹1976 Robert Rauschenberg›, 2013

Anna Sophie Berger, Fay
Nicolson, Constanze Schweiger:
‹Basic Structures of›, curated by
Hannah Conroy, ACF, London
2016
‹wow! Woven? Entering the (sub)
Textiles›, curated by Christian
Egger, KM– Künstlerhaus, Graz
2015
‹Korrelation›, curated by Eva
Maria Stadler, Brigitte Felderer,
AIL, Vienna 2014
Constanze Schweiger: ‹Robert
Rauschenberg›, Part 2 of the
exhibition series ‹Introduce›,
Schneiderei, Vienna 2013

‹Untitled (Vow 4)›, 2015, silk, cotton (plain weave), Indian cane,
210 × 100 × 50 cm
Exhibition view of ‹Wow! Woven? Entering the (sub)Textiles›, KM–
Künstlerhaus, Graz 2015. Photo: Markus Krottendorfer

‹Untitled (Vow 1)›, 2013, cotton (Oxford and veil), Indian cane,
210 × 100 × 50 cm

‹Untitled (Vow 6)›, 2016, cotton (Oxford, plain weave),
Indian cane, 210 × 100 × 50 cm

Exhibition view of ‹Basic Structures of›, 2016. Photographer unknown
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‹Brush Handle Series›
16

Based on the extensive list of color names, brought
together by the designer Karel Martens for his artist

Related Writing

Exhibitions

‹2013 Karel Martens›, 2014

‹Couleur›, curated by Melanie
Ohnemus, Wellwellwell, Vienna
2014

statement – I painted bright, distinct colors and blend-

‹Blaue Blumen›, 2013

ed them into undefined nuances on tool-like found

‹1966 Bruno Munari›, 2011

objects, similar to stirring staffs, appliance sticks or
large brush handles.

‹2010 Salvatore Ferragamo›, 2011

Constanze Schweiger and Ludwig
Kittinger: ‹on painting zwei›,
pinacoteca, Vienna 2013

‹Painting Shoes Series›
17

Suggested by the history of a particular shoe model which was worn exclusively by Andy Worhol in the
1980s, a series of found pairs of shoes was painted in
gradations of their leather's color – different nuances
of brown paint become colorful once they are layered
on brown leather. Each pair of shoes was installed on
the wall in the style of a painting.
‹on painting zwei›

18

is a short story that made an exhibition. It tells about
a virtual walk from dusk till dawn, starting on the site
of an imagined rural district, heading into the city.The
writing relates seven exhibition objects – artworks
like the ‹Painting Shoes› as well as found objects with
painterly qualities. It was printed on the invitation
card for the show.

‹Painting Shoes 2›, 2014, acrylic on leather, wood, each
33 × 12 × 12,5 cm
Exhibition views of ‹on painting zwei›, Pinacoteca, 2014. Photo:
Thomas Riess

‹on painting zwei› invitation card, 2013, 21 × 14,8 cm

‹Painting Shoes 3›, 2014, acrylic on leather, wood, each
33 × 12 × 12,5 cm

‹Brush Handle 1›, 2014, series of 12, each acrylic on birch wood, 150 × 3
× 3 cm
Exhibition view of ‹Couleur›, Wellwellwell, 2014. Photo: Philipp
Friedrich
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‹Scrollwork›
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I publish my writings on a blog named after the
textile pattern ‹Scrollwork›. They are ‹writings on in-

Constanze Schweiger:
‹Scrollwork›, curated by Severin
Dünser, 21er-Raum, Vienna
2012–2013

continuous meta-ornament› (Severin Dünser). For a

‹1961 Max Bill›, 2012

related writings.
‹Color Charts 2012›
For example, part of the exhibition was a 35-mmslide-show with photographs of the painted colorchart archive of one year’s studio production.
‹Skee Ba Doobie Do Wah›

22

‹1289 Indigo›, 2012
‹1887 Hypoestes›, 2012

and found objects together with a publication of their

21

Exhibitions

dividual things, out of which an all-over re-evolves: A
show at 21er-Raum I exhibited some of the art works

20

Related Writing

Another exhibit was an artist book which shows

‹1989 Nicolas Jasmin›, 2012
‹2000 Adler Lacke›, 2012
‹2008 Michael Part›, 2012
‹Drei Beispiele ohne Titel›, 2012
‹Peppermint, Cheerleader oder
Schlechtes Gewissen›, 2012

‹1995 Derek Jarman›, 2011
‹2010 Salvatore Ferragamo›, 2011

‹The Pants Tent Pants›

‹1978 Kraftwerk›, 2010

And there was a performance piece produced on the
the TV-episode ‹The Pants Tent› (CurbYour Enthusiasm,

‹1981 Jean-Paul Goude›, 2010
‹I Grow Green›, 2010

2000).This work was originally used for a performance

‹The Pants Tent Pants›, 2010

in 2008.

‹Skee Ba Doobie Do Wah›, 2007

Exhibition view of Constanze Schweiger, ‹Scrollwork›, 21er-Raum,
2012–2013. Photo: Johannes Stoll, (c) 2012 Belvedere

‹Pretty, Pretty, Pretty Good. Der
zweite Salon des Arts›, Vienna
2008

‹Scrollwork›, 2012

paintings held up by different people.

bases of a pair of trousers which were mentioned in

Constanze Schweiger: ‹Drei
Beispiele ohne Titel›, School,
Vienna 2012

‹Scrollwork›, 2012, artist book, 32 pages, 2-color offset print,
16 × 22 cm closed. Photo: Johannes Stoll, (c) 2012 Belvedere
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Die Pants Tent Hose 2008
Schnürlsamt ist ein strapazierfähiges Gewebe aus Baumwolle
mit einer dreidimensionalen Anmutung. Pelzig weiche Streifen,
bräunlich grau wie Sand oder schmutziges Wasser, laufen von
den Füßen aufwärts zur Taille. Streicht man mit der Hand von
oben nach unten über die Oberfläche der Streifen, verdunkelt
sich ihre Farbe. Dazwischen schwingen zwei Bügelfalten in einer lässigen Gegenbewegung über die feinen Streifen Richtung
Boden, dorthin wo sich die Stoffröhren in überschwemmende
Faltungen ausbreiten. Es folgen ihnen die Hände, die gehen den
Seiten entlang in die Hosensäcke und bleiben. Der Blick ist auf
den Schritt gerichtet, dort wo sich das Material aufbauscht.
The Pants Tent Pants 2010
Corduroy is a sturdy fabric made from cotton which has a
three-dimensional look and feel. Furry soft stripes, beige like
sand or muddy water, run up from the ankles to the waistline.
When one's hand strokes downward along the fabric's surface,
the color of the fine stripes changes into a darker shade. From
here casually, the two creases sway back to the floor, down to
the cuffs which make the cloth tubes compress into overflowing foldings. Followed by the hands which wander into the side
pockets and stay. The gaze is directed to the crotch where the
material is bagging.

‹Skee ba doobie do wah›, 2007, artist book, 32 pages, 17 × 24 cm

Page 15 shows Tanja Widmann holding up the painting ‹Hey Now,
Hey Now›, 2007, acrylic on canvas, 80 × 80 cm

‹The Pants Tent Pants›, 2008, performance piece, cotton (corduroy),
105 × 45 cm. Photo: Christiano Tekirdali, 2010
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